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rating this was a bit difficult because barb wire is quite a bad film in a lot of respects but overall the
effect is quite pleasing. the pamela anderson phenomenon passed me by without me taking much
notice. i couldn't see that much attractive about a chick with a pudgy face, too much badly applied
makeup and those horrible eye brows.. and then i watched barb wire.oh right now i get it, she's not

what i'd call a beauty but she's got a pot of pneumatic that just never runs out. yeah there are
problems with the film, the tone is a too light, too comical; during one particular scene, early in the

narrative which should be disturbing and dark, i find myself laughing quite hard because it's just
played so wrong. there is a secondary character that steals the climax from barb wire which is quite
annoying but mostly the film works well, it has good a visual feel without it being overworked. this
film is exactly what the title suggests. barb is a professional assassin, called out to kill a guy. she's
never been a hit man before, though she has been asked to kill her ex-lover. her job is to use her x-

ray vision and other super-healing skills to dispense with him and get paid. luckily there are plenty of
free torrents for barb wire. and unlike the film, i found it much better than the trailer. i watched this
three times and i still have not seen a trailer that impressed me as much as this one. i have to thank
whoever cast pamela anderson for her role in the movie. she was a hit with me from the beginning
and she kept it up throughout. this film really is what the title says it is. barb is a bad girl, who is
hired by a private security firm to kill someone. there is a man, on the run from a government

agency and barb is the only one who can kill him. she is to be paid for the job, but the money is not
enough for her to turn down the job, so she accepts it.
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it's 2017 during the second american civil war. the congressional directorate had overthrown the
american democracy. steel harbor is the last free city. barb wire (pamela anderson) runs a

mercenary operation out of her nightclub.this is safely in the unmitigated b-movie territories. at
least, the filmmaker seems to be fully aware of its cartoon comics aspects. it doesn't pull back from

it. it embraces the nazi allusions and anderson's exaggerated curves. in fact, her acting is half
achieved by her two best assets. sadly, she doesn't haven't much else to fill the screen with the rest.

she should be trying to inject comedy no matter how cheesy it sounds. it can't really get much
cheesier and that's not this movie's weakness. this movie is just not able to go full camp and pamela
is not a good enough actress. i would compare this to johnny mnemonic (1995) where keanu reeves
is simply better. it's no contest. it eventually loses steam in the second half. barb wire is a hard-core

action film. though it might be a bit too long at about 103 minutes, it provides several hours of
entertaining action. the visuals are pretty nice and the soundtrack is good, even if it is a bit cheesy.
the characters are good, though, despite not having much personality, they are not annoying and

are fairly likable. it is a little slow to start, but once it gets going it gets progressively more tense. a
sexy nightclub owner, barb wire moonlights as a mercenary in steel harbor, one of the last free

zones in the now fascist united states. when scientist cora devonshire wanders into barbs
establishment, she gets roped into a top-secret government plot involving biological weapons. soon

barb is reunited with her old flame axel hood, who is now coras husband and a guerrilla fighter,
resulting in plenty of tense action. 5ec8ef588b
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